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Revision guides
The CGP and York Notes GCSE revision guides provide a good basis for supporting
revision. They should be seen as a starting point and a guide, rather than a
substitute for students thinking for themselves when revising. Revision guides can be
purchased for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Course overview

Fri Focus: ACC

Fri Focus: Lang 1

Fri Focus poetry

Fri Focus: AIC

‘Fri Focus’ = ‘Focus Fridays’ (a single-lesson revision session within the weekly
timetable for English, focusing on a specific skill)

Literature Papers Mark scheme (relevant to ACC, AIC, Macbeth)

Literature Paper 2, Unseen Poetry Question 1

Literature Paper 2, Unseen Poetry Question 2

Language Paper 1 and 2 Assessment Objectives

Language Paper 1 AOs in each question

Question 1: AO1
Question 2: AO2
Question 3: AO2
Question 4: AO4
Question 5: AO5 and AO6

Language Paper 2 AOs in each question

Question 1: AO1
Question 2: AO1
Question 3: AO2
Question 4: AO3
Question 5: AO5 and AO6

Revision questions for Literature:

ACC: Pick a relevant extract from the play and rephrase the following questions with ‘Starting with this
extract, answer the question:’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How is Scrooge presented in the novella? How does Dickens present Scrooge as a changing
character in ‘ACC’?
What role does the setting play in ‘ACC’?
How does Dickens present the Ghost of Christmas Past?
How does Dickens present the Ghost of Christmas Present?
How does Dickens present the Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come?
How does Dickens present Marley’s Ghost?
‘Dickens uses the supernatural to explore social ills and how to change them.’ To what extent do
you agree?
How are the working class presented in ‘ACC’?
What role do secondary/minor characters play in ‘ACC’?
How is greed presented?
How is inequality presented?
What role does changing time play?

MB: Pick a relevant extract from the play and rephrase the following questions with ‘Starting with this
extract, answer the question:’
•
•
•
•
•

How is Macbeth presented in the play?
How is Lady Macbeth presented in the play?
‘There are no good characters in ‘Macbeth’, only the successfully evil and the bystanders.’ To what
extent do you agree?
How does Shakespeare explore the supernatural/deceit/ambition/gender/religion in ‘MB’?
What role do secondary/minor characters play in ‘MB’?

AIC: No extract is provided for this question.
•
•
•
•
•
•

How are the Birlings presented in ‘AIC’?
How does JB Priestley present greed/social inequality/guilt/change/socialism/capitalism/class?
How are working-class characters presented?
In what ways does power change?
To what extent is ‘AIC’ a didactic* narrative?
How is Mr Birling/Mrs Birling/Sheila/Eric/Gerald/Inspector Goole presented?

*Didactic = made with the intention of teaching the reader/viewer something

Thematic Vocabulary and Literary Terminology

A Christmas Carol
Theme: catharsis physical intrusion metaphysical , supernatural , pastoral , duality redemption , morality , time
shift inciting incident , misanthrope empathetic , resolution , malleable benevolence , reformation , conversion
curmudgeonly , Dickensian anti-Malthusian , cornucopia , gothic alternative ideology , tuberculosis , cholera , poor
law workhouse metamorphosis , sarcasm foreshadows , regression , nostalgia , Music , sentimentality , virtuous ,
recluse, magnanimous , humanitarian, Barnardo
Terminology: catalyst, irony, omniscient, narrator, simile, authorial digression, metaphorical, allegorical story,
antithesis, parable, climax, bathos, idiolect, one-dimensional-character, satire, sarcasm, proleptic irony

Unseen Poetry
Theme: Post-traumatic stress, melancholy, honour, psychology, indoctrination, escalation, integrity, disorientation,
patriotism, sentimentality, isolation, pacifism, camaraderie, glorification, regression, nationalism, paralysis, doctrine,
duty, , rationalisation, , ideology, , bureaucracy, phobia, reconciliation, disassociation, control, domination,
patriarchy, arrogance, megalomania, metaphysical, dehumanising, frustration, coercion, empathy, artifice,
desperation, melancholy, victimisation, numbness, trapped, compassion, individuality, vulnerability, identity, futility,
sacrifice
Terminology: Perspective, romanticism, jingoism, anticipation, internalisation, existentialism

Macbeth
Theme: malignant , subconscious ,insanity , paranoia, original sin, Jacobean, ,patriarchy, downfall, loyalty,
blindness, motif, treachery, Aristotle, decay, repercussions, supernatural ,assassination, deception, contrast,
insurgency, distortion, incredulity, nihilism, inevitability, regal, protagonist, setting, James I, existential, regicide,
manipulation, vengeance, tyranny, sinister, masculinity, familiars, suicide, fixation, somnambulism, ambition, Greek
chorus, regression, denouement, disassociation, agency, complacency, emasculate, self-fulfilling prophecies,
suppression, ambition, patriarchy, inscrutability
Terminology: foreshadow, catalyst, climax, elision, irony, tragedy, paradox, fate, pre-meditation, soliloquy,
protagonist, subversion, hubris, foreboding, pragmatism, higher estate, iambic pentameter, perversion

An Inspector Calls
Theme: ambiguous, capitalism, class, deference, hierarchy, patriarchy, nepotism, capitalist, denouement, cronyism,
dramatic irony, patriarchy, tension, Daldry, confession, etiquette, revelation, Edwardian, nemesis, Titanic, cliffhanger, everywoman, morality, whodunit, War, Strikes, colloquial speech, socialism, welfare state, oppression,
contrast, foil, subversion, liberalism, plutocracy, protagonist
, omniscience hypocrisy, secrets, narcissism,
dispassionate, introspective, subversion, Kaiser
Terminology: coup de theatre, foreground, anagnorisis, foreboding, hubris, antagonist, catharsis proleptic, irony,
juxtaposition, circular structure, cliché, expressionist euphemism, lighting, cliff-hanger, linear structure, tragedy,
selective realism, figurative language, idiolect, crescendo, well-made-play, didactic, setting, climax, time scale

Teacher Contact Details
Mr Sullivan (Headteacher): m.sullivan@foresthillschool.co.uk
Ms Woolf (Deputy Headteacher): r.woolf@foresthillschool.co.uk
Mr German (Deputy Headteacher): g.german@foresthillschool.co.uk
Mr Davey (Head of Y11): a.davey@foresthillschool.co.uk
Mr Lamb (Head of RE, English, Philosophy and Psychology): r.lamb@foresthillschool.co.uk
Ms Williams (Lead Teacher for English): b.williams@foresthillschool.co.uk
Mr Warner (Intervention and Strategy for English): l.warner@foresthillschool.co.uk

